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ABSTRACT 
Three mutants of Drosophila melanogaster have been isolated in 
which the free-running period of the circadian eclosion rhythm 
and the adult locomotor activity rhythm is affected. One mutant is 
arrhythmic, another has a short period of 19 hours, and the third 
has a long period of 28 hours. The mutants retain their phenotypes 
over the temperature range 18° to 25° c. All three mutants map 
near the tip of the X chromosome (distal to the centranere). By 
deficiency mapping, the short-period mutation has been localized to 
the 3Bl-2 region. Complementation tests show that all three 
mutations affect the same functional gene. 
Analysis of activity rhythms of individual mosaic flies 
indicates that the site of action of the short-period mutation is 
probably located in the head of the fly. A few activity patterns 
of split-head and mixed-head mosaics appear to possess both mutant 
and heterozygous components, suggesting that the fly head may contain 
two complete clocks capable of maintaining their periodicities 
independently. 
The short-period mutai~ion affects both the dur~tion of the 
light-insensitive part of the oscillation and the degree to which 
the clock can be reset during the light-sensitive part of the 
oscillation. 
Both the short-period and long-period mutant eclosion rhythms 
c~n be entrained to a period of 24 hours by a 12:12 light-dark 
v. 
cycle having a light intensity at least two orders of magnitude 
greater than that required to entrain the normal rhythm. The 
arrhythmic mutant does not entrain under these conditions. In the 
presence of a temperature cycle, however, the arrhythmic mutant 
does entrain, but its rhythm damps out when the temperature cycle 
is removed. 
Evidence is presented that Pittendrigh's two-oscillator model 
for the clock in Q• pseudoobscura applies to Q· melanogaster as 
well. The three clock mutations primarily affect the light-
sensi ti ve driving oscillator. The arrhythmic mutation appears to 
have eliminated the driving oscillator while leaving the temperature-
sensitive driven oscillator relatively intact. 
vi. 
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CHAPTER 1. 
Introduction to Genetics of Circadian Rhythms 
2. 
Rhythmic phenomena are frequently encountered in biological 
processes (l,2)o They may be f~d on all levels of organization, 
from the subcellular (e.g., variations in enzyme activity (3)) to 
the organismic (e.ge 1 locomotor activity (4)). The periods of known 
rhythms range over several orders of magnitude, from less than a 
second (e.g., the repetitive firing of certain neurons (5)) to a 
year (e.g., migration (6)). 
Some rhythms appear to require an external driving cycle for 
their manifestation (7); when the organism is removed from the 
external influence, the rhythm disappears. Many rhythms, on the other 
hand, persist apparently undiminished for at least several days a~er 
the organism is placed in an essentially constant environment (1). 
Such rhythms seem to arise from a source endogenous to the organism, 
although it is difficult to eliminate the possibility that the 
organism is responding to some barely perceptible external cycle. 
The endogenous nature of certain rhythms is further supported by the 
observation that their periods, when running in a constant environment, 
do not exactly equal those of known environmental cycles, but rather 
deviate by several minutes to an hour or more (1,8). In addition, 
the periods of the rhythms of individual organisms under constant 
conditions often differ significantly f':rom each other (9). This is 
opposed to the situation wherein the same organisms are under 
entrainment by an external cycle, in which case their periods coincide 
3. 
(9). The most notable of endogenous rhythms are the circadian rhythms 
which have a free-running period of approximately, but not exactly, 
one day (10). Circadian rhythms typically have an additional property, 
that of temperature compensation; the period of the rhythm is rela-
tively independent of temperature (11). However, like most biological 
systems, circadian rhythms are sensitive to certain external stimuli. 
They may be reset or driven by pulses of, for example, light or 
temperature (11,12). 
There is very little known concerning the basic biochemical 
mechanism of the oscillation underlying circadian rhythmicity~the 
circadian clock. A wide variety of inhibitory substances, as well as 
metabolic cofactors and hormones, have been tested and found to have 
little effect on the phase and period of circadian rhythms, although 
many drastically affect the metabolism of the organism used (1,13). 
Heavy water changes the period of the clock under constant envi-
ronmental conditions, and inhibitors of RNA and protein synthesis 
also affect it (14-21). However, these experiments have not yielded 
any new insights into the clock mechanism, beyond indicating the 
involvement of these molecules. Recent experiments in which pulses 
of potassium ions have been used to reset a circadian rhythm of 
neural spike activity implicate the cell membrane as an input 
and output element of that circadian system (22). The sole model 
for a circadian clock that has been set down in fairly specific 
molecular terms is the Chronon model (23). According to this modei, 
the ~4-hour periodicity of the clock is derived from repeated 
transcription of RNA from postulated polycistronic units of DNA called 
4. 
chronons. No critical test of this model has yet been devised, and 
in view of current limitations in knowledge and available techniques 
relevant to the study of nucleic acid biochemistry in higher organisms, 
a proper test of the model may not occur for some time. Many mathe-
matical models have been constructed which describe various aspects 
of the behavior of circadian oscillators but do not suggest any 
specific biochemical or cellular system which might be responsible 
for the oscillation (24-27). 
For the analysis of a circadian clock, a genetic approach may 
be incisive. By obtaining mutants having their clocks altered in 
different ways, one might be able to draw conclusions concerning the 
organization of the clock system. Alternatively, if clock mutations 
were found that also had other demonstrable effects on the organism, 
some clue to the nature of the chemical pathway underlying the 
oscillation might be obtained. Identification of the altered gene 
product associated with a clock mutation could provide an access 
route into the mechanism of the clock. In spite of these possi-
bilities, there have been rel~tively few genetic studies related to 
circadian systems. 
Most of the studies which have been reported have dealt with 
differences among strains or individuals whose genetic backgrounds 
had not been strictly controlled; as a result, the inheritance patterns 
of the genes involved proved difficult to determine. Bunning, for 
example, crossed two strains of Phaeseolus whose leaf movement rhythms 
had periods of 23 and 26 hours (28). The F1 exhibited an intermediate 
period (25 hours), but it could not be dec~ded whether the segregation 
was Mendelian. Danilevsky likewise obtained an intermediate value 
for the day length required for diapause induction in a cross 
involving strains of a butterfly with two different values (29). In 
this case, the intermediate value persisted in the F2 and in back-
crosses; again no clear segregation was determined. Neumann per-
formed a similar experiment with the insect Clunio marinus, crossing 
two strains with differing times of emergence. He also obtained 
intermediate values for the emergence times of the F1 and F2 
generations and in backcrosses (30). Rensing studied the oxygen 
consumption rhythm of various strains of Drosophila bearing visible 
and lethal mutations, noting the time of appearance of the maximum 
when the flies were grown in a light-dark cycle (31). No one gene 
appeared to drastically affect the rhythm. There did, however, seem 
to be a sex difference in the time of peak oxygen consumption; this 
suggested that the X:autosome ratio was important in determining 
which of the two peaks would be expressed. Rensing proposed that 
one peak position might be controlled by the X chromosane and one by 
the autosanes. The data presented, however, were quite variable, 
and it was never f'ully established that the peaks observed and 
correlations drawn were statistically significant. 
Pittendrigh has described an experiment wherein Drosophila were 
selected for early and late eclosion for many generations; this 
selection yielded two stable lines, one of which consistently emerged 
early and one late (32). This result showed that at least one 
parameter of the rhythm, its phase, could be altered in an organism 
by selection, presumably by changing its genetic constitution. By 
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using the response to short light pulses as an assay of the behavior 
of the clock, however, Pittendrigh showed that the basic oscillator 
remained the same in both strains; some other aspect of the circadian 
system was affected by the selection. 
Strain differences have also been observed in rhythms of 
Paramecium. Karakashian, for example, has found that, in the case 
of three strains of Paramecium aurelia which exhibited mating rhythms 
in light-dark cycles, two rhythms persisted in constant darkness and 
one did not (33). Likewise, Barnett described two strains of 
Paramecium multimicronucleatum which differed in the expression of a 
rhythm of mating-type reversal (one appeared to be acyclic); both 
strains, however, exhibited a rhythm in cell division (34). This 
result leaves open the possibility that the coupling of the clock to 
the mating-type reversal rhythm was affected rather than the clock 
itself. 
The most interesting data concerning the genetics of rhythms 
come from the :tu.ngi. Here mutants have been isolated which exhibit 
a rhythm of growth or conidiation, whereas the wild-type strains 
ordinarily do not. (It has recently been found, however, that many 
if not all wild-type strains can be made to express a rhythm by 
changing their growth conditions.) The rhythm observed may or may 
not be truly circadian. In Ascobolus and Neurospora, for example, 
mutants have been isolated which differ from wild-type by a single 
gene and which exhibit periodic growth (35,36). The growth rhythm 
is, however, very sensitive to temperature and not entrainable by 
light or temperature cycles (35,37,38). In the Neurospora mutant 
"clock," the period varies from 22 to 72 hours depending on the growth 
medium (38,39). It therefore appears as though the growth rhythm of 
these mutants should not be considered truly circadian, since they 
lack several properties which "true" circadian rhythms normally 
possess. 
In the case of the Neurospora mutants "timex" and "patch," 
the observed rhythm, that of conidiation, is indeed circadian; the 
period is relatively insensitive to temperature, the rhythm persists 
in constant darkness, and it can be entrained by light and phase-
shifted by a single light pulse (40-43). Changes in the growth 
medium affect the degree of expression of the rhythm in "timex" but 
not the period (40). The "patch" phenotype was first observed in a 
proline-requiring strain and appears to partially suppress the proline 
requirement ( 42). "Patch" strains grow to excess ("escape") on 
medium containing sorbose (42); they do not grow in colonies as do 
wild-type strains grown on this medium. The "patch" mutation segre-
gates as a single gene (43). The "timex" mutant, on the other hand, 
differs from wild-type by two genes, one of which appears to be the 
structural gene for invertase ("timex" lacks invertase activity) (41). 
The mechanism by which the rhythm is produced has not yet been worked 
out, although the strain has been used to demonstrate, in conjunction 
with an albino mutant, that the photoreceptor for light effects on 
the rhythm is probably not a carotenoid (41). 
It is interesting to note that, although "clock" is very 
different from "timex" or "patch," the three mutants are all rhythmic, 
and all seem to be linked to sugar metabolism. "Timex, " as mentioned 
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above, lacks invertase activity (41). "Patch" escapes on sorbose (42). 
The "clock" strain used by Bianchi did not grow on minimal medium 
with sorbose, but grew and banded on minimal medium supplemented with 
sorbose and sucrose (37). Berliner and Neurath found that growth of 
a "clock" strain was arrhythmic unless sugars were added to the 
medium (44). Finally, a wild-type strain investigated by Sussman 
et al. produced a "patch" phenotype when grown on minimal medium to 
which sorbose and sucrose had been added (36). These observations 
strongly suggest that at least the coupling of a clock to growth or 
conidiation, if not the clock itself, is in some way connected with 
sugar metabolism. 
Recently it has been possible to measure both the non-circadian 
growth rhythm and the circadian conidiation rhythm in the same strain 
of Neurospora (45). It may therefore be feasible to determine whether 
there are any elements connnon to the mechanisms underlying the two 
rhythms by isolating mutants affecting both rhythms. So far, only 
mutants which change the period of the growth rhythm but leave the 
conidiation rhythm unaffected have been obtained (45). Feldman and 
Waser have also reported the isolation of mutants in which the 
circadian conidiation rhythm is affected (46); the usefulness of the 
mutants has so far been limited by the sterility of crosses involving 
the mutants and other strains. 
As an organism in which to study the genetics of a circadian 
rhythm, Drosophila offers several advantages. The rhythm of eclosion 
of the adult fly from the pupal case has been studied in great detail 
in Drosophila pseudoobscura, especially by Pittendrigh and his 
9. 
co-workers (47). The effects of light and temperature on the cir-
cadian oscillator have been thoroughly examined, and a model has 
been proposed to explain the mechanism by which these agents entrain 
the oscillator (26,47-54). The oscillator has been shown to be coupled 
to the eclosion event but not to other events which occur at specific 
times during the developnent of the organism (55); in addition, the 
oscillator itself has been shown to be independent of the developmental 
stage of the insect (56). There is strong evidence for the existence 
of a circadian rhythm of loccmotor activity in adult Drosophila 
(57-59), and studies have been made of light-dark fluctuations in 
egg-laying, pupation, puff patterns, oxygen consumption, and morphology 
of neuroendocrine cells (60-62). Much is known about the genetics of 
Drosophila, the species melanogaster having been studied for over 
half a century (63). In addition, Drosophila is becoming widely 
used as an organism for biochemical (64), developnental (65), and 
behavioral investigations (66,67), primarily because of the extensive 
knowledge of its genetics. 
, 
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ABSTRACT Three mutants have been ieolated in 
which the normal ~hour rhythm ie drastically changed. 
One mutant is arrhythmic; another has a period of 19 hr1 
a third has a periOO of 28 hr. Both the eclosion rhythm of a 
population and the locomotor activity of individual flies 
are affected. All theae mutations appear to involve the 
Ntme functional gene on the X chromoeome. 
Rhythmic variations in behavior are displayed by many 
organisms, ranging from single cells to man (I). When the 
rhythm persist.' under constant conditions, and has a period 
of around one day, depending little on temperature, the 
rhythm is called circadian (2). Many experiments have at-
tempted to probe the mechanism (3), but the nature of the 
underlying oscillation remain:s unkuown (4). Perturbations 
by inhibitors of RN A or protein synthesis suggest that such 
molecules are involved (f>-8). Biochemical systems that 
oscillate with much shorter periods have been demonstrated 
both in vivo and in vitro (9, 10), but their relation to circadian 
rhythms is not clear. 
An approach that has been succesaful in unravelling mecha- · 
ni.vns in :-;ome systems is the use of genetic alterations. Since 
the expres.,ion of a rhythm requires an integrated system, 
mutation of the genes responsible for development and func-
tion of the •ystem could lead to abnormal rhythms. Various 
aspects of circadian rhythms have indeed been shown to be 
sensitive to genetic makeup (11 - 18). For genetic di:!SCCtion of 
circadian rhythms in an organism having a nervous syst.em, 
Dro110phila offers certain advantages. Much is already known 
about the rhythm of eclosion (emergence of the adult fly from 
the pupa) , and genetic methodology is readily available. 
This paper describes the first result of such an analysis. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
leolation of mutants 
D. me/a11Df1tlller of the C-8 (Canton-Special) wild strain was 
maintained on cornmeal medium. M utagenesis by ethyl 
methane sulfonate was according to Lewis and Bacher ( 19), 
the treated males being mated to virgin attached-X females, 
so that each F, progeny male carried a treated X chromosome 
received from his father. Each male was mated individually 
to attached·X females, producing a stock of males bearing 
identical X chromosomes, plus normnl-rhythm, attached-X 
females. The stocks were reared at constant temperature 
under LD 12 : 12 (12 hr of 50 foot-candles or more of white 
fluorescent light, 12 hr of darkness each day). 
To detect X-linked rhythm mutants, the stocks were ex-
amined for ones in which males emerged abnormally. The 
normal females in each bottle ""rved as an internal control, 
at least twice as many eme'lliing during the light as during the 
2112 
dark period. 1 n a few bottles, male• emerged in approximately 
equal numbers during day and night. Each mutant candidate 
was examined in more detail by raising pupae in LD 12: 12, 
then monitoring the adult eclo:sion rhythm in eo11:-<ta11t 
darkness. From a total of about 2000 F, males, three rhythm 
mutan~ were ohta.ined. 
Determination of ec:loeion and locomotor 
activity rhythms 
Eclosion rhythms, free-running in ron:stunt darkne~-11 were 
determined with automatic "bang boxes" (20), ii:•nerously 
loaned by Dr. Colin Pittendrigh. Several hundred pupae, 
raised in LO 12: 12, were transferred to the a1>pamtus at the 
end of a light cycle. The apparatus was th•reafter maintained 
in constant darkne:i.-i. craction~ wert' collected. rvery hour, 
yielding an eclosion profile. 
Locomotor activity of individual adult Iii"" was meRsure<t 
by monitoring their movement with infrared light, whil'h does 
not affect the Droaophila clock (21). The devices, designed 
and built by Dr. Yoshiki Hotta, u...t a small incand•"<'t'nt 
lamp, a Wratten No. 87C filter transmitting only wavelen11.ths 
greater than 800 14m, and a chamber (3 mm thick X 4 mm 
wide X 45 mm high) containing the fly, some foorl , 1mcl a 
cotton plug. Two silicon solar <-ells were arranged "° that one 
received light transmitted through the upper third of the 
chamber, the other the lower third ; they were wired so that 
the output voltage was r.ero when equal light fell on both l'ells. 
As the fly moved into or out of the area monito,red by either 
solar cell , the resulting imbalance was eonverted to an all-or-
none respon"" registered on an event l't'rorder. The sharpest 
rhythms were obtained with young flies ("·ithin one w...,k of 
eclosion) previously exposed to at least three cycle. of LO 
12:12. 
Genetic mappinw of rhythm mutanta 
The rhythm mutants had normal morphology, but thrir 
abnormal eclosion patterns could be used as markers in re-
combination experiments. Males bearing an X-linked rhythm 
mutation were crossed to females homo1ygous for the visible 
markers y<llow-t, 11<ult, ..,.,,.ilion, forktid, and a wild·type 
allele of yellow located near the centromere. The,,.. markers 
had no effect upon rhythm. F, males, receivin11. their X 
chromosomes from their mothers, were ally' ac • f · JI'. ancl 
the females were all hetero1ygous, having the rhythm muta-
tion on one X chromosome and 11' /IC v f · y • on the oth¥r. 
These males and females were mated to each other. F, mule•, 
receiving X chromosomes that had an opportunity to underii:o 
recombin1:1.tio11 in their motherg, inrluded variou~ rtD<Dombi~ 
nant.-s for the rhythm TJ111tation anrl tht- n1oq1holQRiral mnrkt•r:-< . 
16. 
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F:! proµ:t •uy W<'n ' rai:-4.. '( I iu LI> 12 : 12 at 25°(', t«1lh•t·h'(I i11 the 
pupal stal!,<' , and tra11:->ft•rrNI to " ban~ hoxt"s," as ahon>. The 
morpholo){il°al phP11otyp<' of r :u·h malt• fl~· was snm.'t l by 
111it·ro:--t·opw t•xa111i11at io11 , a11d lht• t>t·losio11 profih• was plottf'il 
for t•:u·h pan•11tal and n·1·mnhi11a11t das. .... 
Co1nplen1e11t11tio11 lei-I!'\ 011 rh) tluu 1nuha11ts 
Flir:-> h<DttD row~DFi;ous (i n tht• trans arra11gt•11w11t ) for two rhythm 
11111t:1tio11s wrn· 1·011str11l'tt•d as follows. ~lah•s lx·ari11){ one of 
tlw 11111tatio11:-0 wPrr no:--~d to ftDmalc>~ curryilll( th<' balancer 
X 1'11ronwso111r c~l i, whi('h t•o11tai11s multiple> i11yDl~ rsio11s to 
s11p111·pss nos.,iHJ.!:on•r lwtwt't' ll thr two X t·hromo~mesI us 
wt•!! a:-> tlw dominant marker Bar for ide11tifil'ution (22). 
Yir!l;ill proµ;f'ny f t•1111tlt.•:-; (mutant · F:\l 7) wt•rc <TO!'t....etl to males 
lwurillK tlll' senuul rh\'thm mutation , nml the double hetero-
Z.\',l!.otf':-> (iclf'ntifird hKy~ luck of thP Bar marker) were :selected. 
Tht•:-;f' we're tested i11dh·icluully i11 thf' l0<·ornotor-1u·ti\·ity meter. 
Tlw :"i.tltne procedurf' was u8f'<I for co11strul'ti11g flie:; hetero-
z_qcou:-; for rh.\'th111 11111tatio11s und \'arious uK-chromo~me 
clt·h•tirn1:-::. 
Nt:SULTS 
Eclosion rh)'thms of normal and mutant strain" 
Fig. IA shows tht> normal cin•adiun rhythm of eclosion of 
adult•. The data ;hown are for attachcd-X females (carrying 
the ll,f'llt>li<· rnark<•rs yellO'W and forked)i whil'h were routinely 
U$'<l as internal l'Ontrols in experimcul:-\ involvin)!; mu-
tants (""" .1/ethods) . Their rhythm was i11di•ti1111uishable 
from that of the ('-S males from which the rhythm mu-
b.11ts wrre isolated. These edosio11 penks are ~mewhat 
h~o:ul<r than tho,;e reported for D. pseudoobs.-ura (23). In 
pseudoobsn,ra, thr p<"riod of thr- t>closion rhythm has usually 
l>N'11 df'termi11rd with refrrenl'e to t.hc median point of each 
:-;ucrcs...;in• t>l·losio11 prak . For 111elanoga&ter, a more sharply de-
firutble point is the tinw llt whit·h the p<•ak ri:-;es to half its 
maximum \'ulue. Thr uy·lDra~e ))('riod for normal flies (Fig. tA) 
is about 24 hr. 
Figs. IB, IC, and ID show the rhythm• for male.of three 
mutant. typ<•:-:, rut•h isolated by one-step mutatiou from the 
11ormal C'-S strain. One mutant i~ e:ssentially arrhythmic; 
another has a short period of about 19 hr; the third ha• a long 
1~riod of about 28 hr. The:-;e profiles are reproducible. in re-
p<•tttftl run~ for t>1tt·h strain and the properties of the mutants 
ha\"t> l>C'e11 hC'rerlitarily trunsmitted O\'Cr many generations. 
Effect of lemperature on the eclORion rhythm& 
Between JS0 (. and 25°(', the perio<l or the eclo•ion rhythm 
of normal D. melanogaster remuins constant to about l hr 
(thr inten·al u:-;erl in collrcti11g frattions). The same is true 
for the short- and lon~-period muta11ts. The arrhythmic 
mutant rf"maill" arrhythmie in this temperature ran~<DK 
Locomotor activity rhythm in individual Cliett 
Eclosion orrurs only once in a flyD~ lifetime; to study the clock 
that controls eclosion , one must ob!"\('rve an entire population. 
· Thi!'! raises a question for the appurently arrhythmic mutant: 
ls the ul>se11ce of an eclosion rhythm due to lack of expre::;siou 
of the cl(){'k or simply d<'syuduo11izatio11 of the variou~ in· 
rlividual flies~ To answer this, it is ueces.sary to assay &lme 
ongoing phe11ornl'11011 in a single fiy. We chose to measure 
IO<'omotor activity, using the photoelectric device described 
in Methods. Enrlicr studies have demonstrated the exis-
t<'11rt> of a rhythm of l<><'omotor arti,·ity in Dro&0phila 
(24 26). 
( 'lrn·k :\1 uta11ts of /)rORO/lltila 2113 
A. 
60 
3 4 
DAYS 
Fto. '. l:!:rlusion rhythms, in Ctmlftant dark11eKo1, fur popula· 
tinni::1 or rhythmically normal &nd mutant ftit"~I l"eviorn~ly ex-
j><...d to LI> 12: 12. T = 20•c. 
Fig. 2A shows the activity,as registtred 011 a11 e\·eut recorder, 
for a rhythmically-normal female (ytllow,Jarktd, nti..ched-X) . 
The fly wa.' raised in LO 12: 12, then pla<'t'<I in the monitoring 
device at the end of a lig~1t cyrle. ]11 thf'!-1(' rt><'On.ls1 thP uft'stt 
of activity was typicH.lly more abrupt than tht 011:-IC't, so that 
the free-run11i11g peri<XJ could be be:ft dt>termi11('(t by mt>a:->ure-
ment of the average drift in time of offset per day. Tht• rhythm 
.hown in Fig. 2A, therefore, has a period of about 25 hr. 
For 8 females studied, the average period ,.·a; 24.5 ± 0.4 hr. 
Fig. 28 shows the activity of a female homozygou• for the 
arrhythmic mu~tionK The activity appean1, by comparison, 
random in time. Thus, this mutation has indeed abolished the 
locomotor rhythm in individual flies. Four femnlr. •tudied 
gave similar results, with no evident periodicity. 
Fig. 2C shows the activity for a homozygous shorlrperiod 
female. To better illustrate the short period, these records are 
displayed using a modulus of 19 hr. The l0<·urnotor activity 
rhythm for 5 shorlrperio<l females was 19.5 ± 0.4 hr. ~DigK 2D 
is for a homozygous long-period female, pre..entcd modula 
28 hr. The average period for 4 females wa• 28.6 ± 0.5 hr. 
Males of each mutant strain were al><0 moniton'<I (7 ar-
rhythmic, 6 shorlrperiod, 4 long-period) . The results were 
•imilar to tho.e for females, giving average perio<ls of 19.2 ± 
O11~ Uc1wtil's : Konopka n11d Beuz<•r 
A. normal 
·-- -· - . ----
- - -----
-· -- ----
- ·-·-···---
:. ___ .... ___ _ 
;E;D~----- 24 hours . - · ·- _ ,, ... · ---
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------·- ·--- ----···--
C. short-period~~~~-· 
_ _.. --
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·- -- ---~ 
--· --
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Fig. 2. Locomotor activity rhythms, monitored in infrared light, for individual thythmirally normal or mutant. ftieit previou~ly ex-
posed to LI> 12: 12. Activity registered by event recorder. Records read from lefl to right, each new line rep~nting the 1:1tart of a 1:1uc-
cessive interval. For vi~ual continuity, each sucoesK~ive interval is also replotted to the right of the immediately prel'eding interval. The 
traces fur normal &nd arrhythmic are plotted modulo :?4 hr; for the short-period mutant modulo 19 hr itt lL-ted; the long-period mutant is 
plotted modulo 2R hr. T - zK~·cK 
0 . .5 hr for the short-periotl mutant and 28.5 ± 0.5 hr for the 
lonJt,-period mutant, while 110 arrhythmic male showed any 
evideut periodicity. Eight normal C-S males showed an 
average period or 23.8 ± 0.5 hr. Thus, in every case, the 
rhythm of ongoing locomotor activity in the adult corresponds 
to the rhythm or ecl"'<iOn for the population. 
Genetic m•ppi.ng of rhythm. mutante 
To locate the mu taut gene::1 on the X chromosome, recombina-
tion was m""'5Ured with respect to morphological markers with 
known JX>'Sitio11 . Eclosion profiles were determined for various 
recombinant type• and compared to the normal parental type. 
FiJI, 3 illu>1trate. the method for the shorlrperiod mutant. The 
result i• that recombinants lucking the portion of the marked 
chromosome carrying the gene. for yelJbw..t and acute (and, 
hence, having obtained this portion from the rhythm-mutant 
chrnmooome) di.•play the mutant period . The reciprocal re-
combinants (not shown) have a normal period. Thus, thi• 
rhythm mutation would appear to be located toward the left 
encl of the X chromosome (the centromere being at the right 
encl). The same procedure wasal!!O followed for the arrhythmic 
mutant; it aloo mAPred to the ""me portion of the chromo-
some. The mapping was repeated for both mutants using the 
X-linked vi•ible markers UJhile, linged, and miniature; the re-
sults confirmed the ""8ignment of both mutations to the left 
end of the X chromosome. 
A• a further rheck on all three rhythm mutant>!, recom· 
binant male. were recovered from cJ'Qt!Hel! u•ing the marker• 
UJhile, linge.d, miniature, or yel/qw, UJhile, oplil. Each male wa• 
mated to virgin attached-X female• to produce a stock of 
identical males, and the eclosion profile or locomotor rhythm 
of the stock waa determined. The result>! in all 27 c"""• te•ted 
(9 for each rhythm mutant) were cori.i•tent with location or 
all three mutations to the left of white. 
Complem,nt•tlon teete on rhythm mutantl 
The recombination experiment."' indicated similar f>O!iitions 
on the X chromO!lOme for the 3 rhythm mutations, raising 
the question whether these mutations represent changes in 
the ""me functional gene (cistron). Thi• can be tested by 
constructin~ female• hearing a different rhythm mutation on 
30 40 
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Fig. 3. Genetic recombination of the •hurt-period gene with 
marker genes on the X chromoeome. The eclotiion profile is 
shown for one recombinant type emerging from the cross, com-
pared to the normal and mutant parental types. 
each of the two X chromo,;omes, and observing the resultant 
rhythm•. This ha• been clone for all cumbination• or the 3 
rhythm mutant l(ene• with 01u·h other und with the normal 
gene, measuring the ~rtivity rhythm on individual flies. 
Table I giv.es th<• result,. Note the ca..;cs of hcterozygotes 
with a mutant J(Clle on one X chromo~me and a normal geue 
on the other. For both the arrhythmic and the lonl(·perinrl 
mutants, the result is u rhythm with period clo.e to normal. 
Thus, these mutant genes may he rego.r<leJ as rec<'s.o;ivr to 
the normal one. In the case or the •hortrperiod mut.unt, how-
ever, the period or the hcterozy11,ote i• intermediate bctwc•·n 
short and normal. This geno can, therefore, influence tho 
rhythm even in the pre:-;ence of o. normal f(ene; it is only 
partially recessive. When the shorlrperiod mutant gene is 
opposed to the arrhy thmic one, the rhythm displ1Lys " short 
period. Similarly, the arrhythmic gene is overshadowed by 
the long-period one. When the shortrpcriod and Jong-peri1•l 
mutants. are tested together the result is a period close to 
18. 
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Fig. 4. Brid~D map (28) or the X chrom~ume of Drosopltila melanogoaUr, showing about one-ttixth of the chrom01Wme at the end 
distal to the centromere. Each deficiency mutant lat·ktS baud"I over the range indicat.eC (9). per 0 - arrhythmi<" mutant, TH,. - :thort-
period mutant, per1 = long-period mutant. 
normal. This Jhlrtifular result does not provide a distinction 
IH:>tW('('n an additive <'ffect or complernenttt.tion of the two 
mutJt.nt,;ent>:-o to produce a normal period. 
( 'om1>lemrntation tests were also performed, using various 
defiriencies of the X chromosome, as illustrated in Fig. 4. All 
3 rhythm mutations were tested in females heterozygous for 
the larl(est cleficiency, w•Co. The mutant phenotype Wlls fully 
t•xpres...;erl in ra<"h ca~K qhu~I this deficiency lacks the 11ormal 
l(Pn<'. Th<' short-period mutant was similarly te!'ited af4ainst 
tin• 2 shortl'r deletions shown. Again, this mutation was fully 
1·xprt's.<ecl; the heterozygotes had a short period. This result, 
,·ombin('(I with the fact that rerombination experiments 
pla1·c the rhythm gene to the left or white, locates the gene 
within l>ands 3A6 to 3C2 (Fig. 4). 
I 11 sum, the n>sult.< are consistent with the hypothesi• that 
the arrhythmi<' mutant ~ene is simply inactive. Neither the 
short,-prriud gene nor the long-period gene complements with 
the arrhythmir one to produce a normal rhythm. If all 3 
mutatious art\ in fact, point mutations, they would appear 
to uffert the same fuuctional gene. However, it is not excluded 
that the Hrrhvthmic mutation could be a deletion that over-
laps the uthe~ t wu. Such a deletion could not be very large, 
sin<·e, uulike most known deficiencies, the arrhythmic mu· 
tnnt is fully viable and fertile, as are alMO the short- and 
Jo11g-perio<l mutants. 
DISCUSSION 
Ai.; in man\' other aK~E>ects of behavior, alteration of n liingle 
l',(>11e <'an °rlru.sti«ally change the properties of circadian 
rhythms. The different phenotypes of the three mutants 
d<D~ribkf mi11,ht be explained if, for instance, the long- and 
short-J)('riod mutants contain missense mutatio11s produr.ing 
alteratirn1s i11 quuKlit~· or qua11tity of u gene 1mxluct involved in 
the.clm·k mechanism , whilr thr arrh,\·th111it· 111uta11t l{u·ks the 
substnrH'r al t.oKrthrr. If thi:-i i:-i :~oI th(" urrhythrni(' rnuta11t 
TABL>: I. f'ree-runninlJ ptriod of loc:m11olor arlu•ily 
Genotype 
First X Second X 
chromOS<.1me chromosome N Period± SU Pheuot .\·pe 
normal (C-8) normal (Flit 7) 4 24 .4 ± o . .-. normal 
arrhythmic arrhythmic 4 arrhythmi<· arrhyt hmit· 
~hort-period ishort,..period ,, 19 .5 ± 0 .4 ~hIIrt-period 
long-period long-period 4 211 .6± u . . -. long-~riod 
arrhythmic normal (FM 7) !I OK~KO ± 0.4 
- normal 
Ahort-period normal (FM 7) 5 21.9±0 .4 intermediate 
long-period normal (FM 7) 5 25.5 ± o.,-. ,....., normal 
:-1hort-period arrhythmic 6 19 .5 ± 0 .4 ~hort-period 
long-period arrhythmic r, 30 .6 ± 1.3 lon~-period 
l'lhorl-period long-period 6 22 .9 ± 0 .4 ,_,normal 
may eerve to identify the missing sub8tance by compu ri:o;.(m 
with normal flies. 
The fact that the ptriod of the rhythm undor co11•t.111t 1·1111-
ditions is altered implie• that the mutation•""' affe1·ti11~ the 
basic oscillator. All three mutation• affect l>oth th•• pupal 
eclosion rhythm and the ..dult 1&ctivity rhythm , as if 11 sinl(le 
clock system controls l>oth. Since the rhythm that 1h•ter-
minet:1 eclosiou can be initiated and reset duriul( th" lun·ul 
and pupal stage. (27), it would 1&pp<'ar that this l'io••k s)'stem 
persists through metamorpho•i•. At the very le•sl , !>0th 
systems have ~me gene prociu<'t i11 c.·ommon. Bv rnra:-it1rt'mr11t 
of the effect of the mutations 011 other rhythm~ EeK~ .. <'J:R· lay-
ing, mati11g), it :-;hould lw JH>s..,.ihlr to d(>t<>rmi11r wlwtllf'r 
rhythms hnvinl( difl'rtt11t pha:-ies are all <'ouph"tt to tht· :-;.i.unt· 
ba•ic o,;cillatur. 
Thr fon~- nHCI short-pt•riod muta11b rrtai11 n propt•rt_,. of 
11orrnH.I rhytht11:-i i11 thut tlwir JK"riod:-; t•ha111er \"{"r,\ ' litth• with 
2116 
temperature. Thu:-;, whatever mechanism is responsible for 
temperature compen:-\8.tion of the rh}'thrn:-; is :-1till operativtJ 
in these mutants. 
It is Dtrikin~ that the first three rhythm mntunt' isolated, 
having very difl'ere11t phenotypes, all u.fff'ct the s.iu11C' fu11r-
tio11al gene, since one mi~ht expect thtlt many genes play n 
role. Isolation of additional mutants on the X chrorno~meI 
as well as the autosome:s, may turn up other r<"lcva11t genes. 
The anatomical site of action of a rhythm mutatio11 can be 
investigated by using genetic mosaics, i.e., flies composed of 
mutant and nonmut.ant part.8, and determininP. which parts 
co11trol the rhythm of the composite fly. Preliminary results 
indicate that the rh)·thm corresponds to the genotype of the 
head. 
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CHAPTER 3· 
Additional Data 
21. 
DEFICIENCY MAPPING OF THE SHORT-PERIOD MUTANT: ADDITIONAL DATA 
In order to further localize the short-period mutation on the 
X chromosome, several X chromosome deficiencies, in addition to 
those listed in Konopka and Benzer (1), were tested for complementation. 
Flies were constructed as described in Konopka and Benzer (1). The 
results are given in Table 1. For five of the deficiencies examined, 
including the three listed in Konopka and Benzer (1), the period of 
the short-period/deficiency heterozygote is very close to that of 
short-period females; these deficiencies therefore overlap the 
mutation. In the case of the other two deficiencies, the period of 
the heterozygote is similar to that of short-period/white or short-
period/FM7 females; these deficiencies do not overlap the mutation. 
(Short-period/white females were included as short-period/normal 
rhythm controls since all deficiencies tested were either mutant or 
deficient for white.) These experiments localize the short-period 
mutation to the 3Bl-2 region. 
22. 
TABLE 1. 
COMPLEMENTATION TESTS OF THE SHORT-PERIOD MUTATION 
WITH X-CHROMOSOME DEFICIENCIES 
Short-period homozygotes and short-period/normal heterozygotes 
Number Period of 
Genotype tested activity rhythm Phenot;y:pe 
short-period/short-period 5 19.5 '± 0.4 hrs. short-period 
short-period/normal (FM7) 5 21.9 '± 0.4 hrs. intermediate 
short-period/normal E~F 13 21.3 ± 0.4 hrs. intermediate 
Deficiencies which uncover the mutation 
Number Period of 
Deficiency Break points tested activity rhythm Phenotype 
VCo 2Bl7-Cl;3C4-5 8 19.7 ± 0.4 hrs. short-period w 
w 
258-11 3A3-4;3c3-5 5 19.8 ± 0.3 hrs. short-period 
258-42 
w 3A4-6 ;3C3-5 6 19.9 "!: 0.3 hrs. short-period 
64j4 3A8-9 ;3Bl-2 5 19.9 ± 0.3 hrs. short-period 
62dl8 3Bl-2;3c6-7 4 19.9 '± 0.3 hrs. short-period 
Deficiencies which do not uncover the mutation 
3B4-Cl;3D6-El 13 21.6 "!: 0.4 hrs. intermediate 
3B2-3;3C2-3 7 21.4 ± 0.4 hrs. intermediate 
23. 
Figure 1. A map of the X chromosome bands missing in the deficiencies 
used to localize the short-period mutation. The missing 
bands are indicated by the black lines. Only the region 
2F to 3D is shown. The stock containing the 64j4 
deficiency also contained the w258-45 deficiency, 
as shown. 
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THE SIMILARITY OF THE ECLOSION RHYTHMS OF RHYTHMICALLY NORMAL MALE 
AND FEMALE FLIES 
Eclosion rhythms of mutant strains have routinely been determined 
using a stock in which males carried the mutant X chromosome, while 
the females carried two X chromosomes attached together and were 
rhythmically normal. The purpose of using such a stock is to 
provide an internal control, namely, the rhythmically normal females, 
to insure that the experiment had been properly executed. The 
appropriateness of using attached-X females as controls rests upon 
the similarity of their eclosion rhythm to that of the wild-type 
(Canton-S) males from which the mutants had been isolated (see 
Konopka and Benzer (1)). Figure 2 shows the eclosion rhythm of 
Canton-S males and attached-X females determined simultaneously in 
constant darkness. It is apparent that no major differences exist 
between the rhythm of males and the rhythm of femaleso 
26. 
Figure 2. The eclosion rhythms of Canton-S males and yellow, forked, 
attached-X females, determined in constant darkness at 
24° c. The pupae had been previously raised in LD 12:12. 
They were then transferred to constant darkness at the 
end of a twelve hour light period. The start of the 
plot corresponds to the beginning of the constant dark 
period. 
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TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION OF NORMAL AND MUTANT RHYTHMS: ADDITIONAL DATA 
The period of a circadian rhythm in the steady state character-
istically shows little variation with temperature. Since some 
circadian rhythms actually show a decrease in period with decreasing 
temperature (2), it is thought that the invariance of the period is 
due to a compensation mechanism rather than an insensitivity to 
temperature. To determine whether the mutant rhythms exhibit a 
similar phenomenon, the periods of normal and mutant rhythms were 
determined at 18° and 25° c. These limits were chosen because below 
18°, the percentage of flies eclosing begins to fall sharply, and 
above 25°, eclosion occurs over too few cycles for accurate deter-
mination of the period. 
Eclosion rhythms were determined according to the description 
in Konopka and Benzer (1). Figure 3 shows sample eclosion rhythms 
of rhythmically normal and mutant strains at 18° c. By measuring the 
interval between peaks (or between the half-rise times of successive 
peaks), it can be seen that the normal flies have a period of about 
24 hours, while the short-period mutant has a period of about 20 
hours and the long-period mutant about 28 hours. The arrhythmic 
mutant has no obvious rhythm at this temperature. Table 2 lists 
several determinations of the period of each rhythm; average periods 
were calculated over several cycles by measuring the time interval 
between the first and last peaks and dividing by the rrumber of cycles. 
Figure 4 shows sample rhythms at 25° c. At this temperature, eclosion 
occurs over a span of about three days with the procedures used 
routinely in these experiments. If three eclosion peaks are present, 
the first and last peaks may be skewed due to the small numbers of 
flies emerging at the beginning and end of the time interval over 
which eclosion occurs. For this reason, and because the fraction of 
time per day during which flies eclose is greater at 25° than at 
18°, the period of each rhythm was determined as the time between 
the two eclosion minima. Table 3 gives these values for several 
determinations of each rhythm. The period of each rhythm at 18° 
is very close to the period at 25°; the arrhythmic mutant likewise 
remains arrhythmic over this temperature range. The change in the 
free-running period of the eclosion rhythm produced by the mutations 
does not appear to be due to a major alteration in the temperature 
compensation mechanism associated with the rhythm. 
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Figure 3. The eclosion rhythms of rhythmically normal and mutant 
strains at 18° c. in constant darkness. The rhythmically 
normal flies are yellow, forked, attached-X females. 
The short-period and arrhythmic mutant data are for males. 
The long-period mutant data are for males and females. 
The pupae were previously raised in LD 12:12 at 18°, 
then transferred to constant darkness at the end of a 
light period. 
The midpoint of the rising phase of each peak is indicated 
by an x. The time span between successive midpoints is 
also shown. 
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Figure 4. The eclosion rhythms of rhythmically normal and nrutant 
strains at 25° c. in constant darkness. The rhythmically 
normal flies are yellow, forked, attached-X females. The 
short-period, long-period, and arrhythmic mutant data are 
for males. The pupae were previously raised in LD 12:12 
at 25°, then transferred to constant darkness at the end 
of a light period. 
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TABLE 2. 
THE PERIODS OF ECLOSION RHYTHMS OF RHYTHMICALLY NORMAL AND MUTANT 
STRAINS AT 18 ° IN CONS TANT DARKNESS 
Average Number 
Strain N period of cycles 
Normal (attached-X females) 6 24.0 hrs. 5 
24.4 hrs. 5 
24.0 hrs. 5 
24.6 hrs. 5 
23.8 hrs. 5 
24.5 hrs. 4 
Arrhythmic (males) 5 Arrhythmic 
Short-period (males) 3 20.1 hrs. 6 
20.2 hrs. 4 
20.0 hrs. 2 
Long-period (males + females) 3 27 .5 hrs. 4 
(males + females) 28.5 hrs. 2 
(males) 29.5 hrs. 2 
TABLE 3· 
THE PERIODS OF ECLOSION RHYTHMS OF RHYTHMICALLY NORMAL AND MUTANT 
STRAINS AT 25° IN CONSTANT DARKNESS 
Strain . N Period 
Nonnal (attached-X females) 10 24 hrs. 
24 hrs. 
24 hrs. 
25 hrs. 
23 hrs. 
24 hrs. 
24 hrs. 
24 hrs. 
23 hrs. 
25 hrs. 
Arrhythmic (males) 6 Arrhythmic 
Short-period (males) 4 20 hrs. 
19 hrs. 
19 hrs. 
19 hrs. 
Long-period (males) 2 28 hrs. 
zr hrs. 
PERIODOGRAM ANALYSES 
As an additional monitor of the characteristics of normal and 
mutant rhythms, locomotor activity data obtained from individual 
flies were subjected to periodogram analysis. The number of times 
the fly crossed the center of the cell used in the activity monitor 
(see Konopka and Benzer (1)) was recorded every 30 or 60 minutes; 
these data were used for the periodograms, which were determined 
in the usual way. The data were arranged in order in rows whose 
width equalled the duration of the trial period. The mean was 
calculated for each column of data, as well as the standard deviation 
of the column means. In addition, a mean activity was calculated 
:f'rcm the grouped data, along with its standard deviation. Each 
point on the periodogram represents, for each trial period, the 
ratio of the standard deviation of the column means to the standard 
deviation of the mean of the grouped data. 
Figure 5a shows a periodogram for activity data obtained :f'rom 
a rhythmically nonnal (attached-X female) fly. The main peak is at 
23-24 hours, as expected. The smaller peak expected at 12 hours 
(half the period of the main peak) is barely detectable. In the 
periodogram analysis of data :f'rom a long-period mutant male shown 
in Figure 5b, the major peak is at 30-31 hours, again as expected. 
The smaller peak at 15 hours (half the period of the main peak) is 
quite obvious. In Figure 6a, a periodogram :f'rcm data of a short-
period mutant male is shown. The main peak, predictably, is at 
19 hours; however, smaller peaks at 10 hours, 13 hours, 26 hours, 
39. 
and 29 hours are noticeable. Since visual inspection of the data 
revealed no obvious periodicity at these trial periods, a synthetic 
19-hour rhythm was constructed using symmetrical peaks three hours 
wide every 19 hours (see Figure 6b for details); this "rhythm" 
was analyzed in the same way as the actual data. The results are 
shown in Figure 6b. Here the major peak is again at 19 hours, but 
smaller peaks can be seen at 10 hours, 13 hours, 25 hours, and 29 
hours. The smaller peaks in the actual short-period mutant data 
are, therefore, derived for the most part from the strong 19-hour 
periodicity. Figures 7a and 7b show periodograms from activity 
data of arrhythmic mutant males. There are no strong periodicities; 
small peaks can be seen at 5 hours and 7-8 hours. Figure 8 shows a 
periodogram :f'rom data of a third arrhythmic mutant male. Again, 
there are no large peaks; small peaks occur at 9-10 hours and at 
23 hours. There is a good chance, however, that these represent 
scatter; the arrhythmic fly whose data is used in Figure 8 was run 
for less than six days. When the data of the first arrhythmic 
individual (Figure 7a) are divided into two four-day groups, for 
example, the scatter is much greater than that of the combined 
eight-day run, and several "peaks," comprising one point and similar 
to the 23-hour peak in Figure 8, may be seen (Figure 9). 
The periodogram results confinn those obtained by visual 
inspection of the event-recorder data. The normal fly has an 
activity rhythm periodicity of about 24 hours, while the short-period 
mutant has a period of about 19 hours and the long-period mutant 
30 hours. The arrhythmic mutant shows no consistent rhythmicity 
40. 
at trial periods which might be considered circadian (18-30 hours). 
A slight ultradian rhythmicity exists in the arrhythmic mutant 
with periods of 5, 7-8, or 9-10 hours which is not found in the 
normal fly or in the two period mutants. These may be the remnants 
of a once-circadian oscillator made up of several shorter oscillators 
(e.g., five 5-hour oscillators or three 8-hour oscillators operating 
sequentially and repetitively). More likely, they represent some 
behavior independent of the circadian system and uncovered by its 
absence. 
41. 
Figure 5. Periodogram analysis of eight days of locomotor activity 
data obtained f'rom an individual yellow, forked, attached-X 
female (5a) and seven days of locomotor activity data 
obtained from an individual long-period mutant male (5b). 
Figure 6. Periodogram analysis of five days of locanotor activity 
data obtained from a single short-period mutant male 
(6a) as well as a synthetically produced 19-hour "rhythm" 
( 6b). The synthetic "rhythm" consisted of five days of 
three-hour-wide activity peaks occurring every 19 hours. 
Each peak was composed of 25 activity units the first 
hour, 50 units the second hour, and 25 units the third 
hour. The activity was zero at all other times. 
Figure 7. Periodogram analysis of eight days of locomotor activity 
data obtained from an individual arrhythmic mutant male 
(7a) and six days of activity data obtained from a second 
individual arrhythmic mutant ma.le (7b). 
Figure 8. Periodogram analysis of five days, eighteen hours of 
locomotor activity data obtained f'rom a third individual 
arrhythmic mutant ma.le. 
Figure 9. Periodogram analysis of the first half (9a) and second 
half (9b) of the eight-day run analyzed in Figure 7a. 
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CHAPrER 4. 
Localization of the Site of Action of the Short-Period Mutation 
By Means of Mosaics 
INTRODUCTION 
In studying the organization of circadian systems, it is 
desirable to know the location of the components of the system 
(receptors, the oscillator itself, and its effectors) within the 
organism. Identification or localization of light receptors for 
photoperiodic processes has, in the past, been accomplished by the 
use of ablation, microillumination, or differential shading 
techniques (l-5). While surgery has been used to provide information 
concerning the whereabouts of the clock in certain organisms, the 
technique suffers from the tendency to produce post-operative, 
often long-lasting trauma, to the point of inducing arrhythmicity 
and even death (6). These difficulties may be circumvented through 
the use of genetic surgery by means of gynandromorphs. In a gynan-
dromorph, part of the organism is composed of ma.le tissue and part 
of female tissue; it is therefore possible to study sex-linked 
characters or mutations by correlating the phenotype of the trait 
(mutant or non-mutant, ma.le or female) with the distribution of 
male and female tissue. An underlying assumption is that the 
internal structure of the organism is correlated with its external 
structure, since the sex of most of its internal tissue, including 
the nervous system, cannot as yet be determined directly. To a 
first approximation, at least, this assumption appears to be a valid 
one (see (7) and below). Gynandromorphs have been employed in the 
study of sex-associated behavior in wasps (8), bees (9), and 
houseflies (10), and in the anatomical localization of the effects 
50. 
of mutations involving the nervous system in Drosophila (7,11). 
Sex-linked mutations aff'ecting the circadian clock, such as those 
described in this thesis, may be used similarly. Since the organi-
zation of the clock system in Drosophila is unknown, it cannot be 
asserted that these mutations can be used to directly localize the 
driving oscillator. The mutations may be affecting a cell in one 
part of the fly (e.g., a nerve cell) which then affects the clock 
(e.g., through a synapse) in another part of the fly. (The existence 
of circadian oscillators in single nerve cells is, of course, well 
established (12)). Nevertheless, determination of the site of 
action of such a mutation would localize one of the elements in the 
Drosophila circadian system and might open the route to localizing 
the others. 
METHODS 
The short-period mutation was used since it yields the sharpest 
rhythms. Although the mutation is not completely recessive, the 
rhythm of the hom.ozygote or hemizygote, with a period of 19 hours, 
can be readily distinguished from that of the heterozygote, whose 
period is 22 hours. To produce gynandromorphs, males whose X 
chromosome carried the short-period mutation plus the recessive 
markers l (yellow body) and sn3 (singed bristles) were mated to 
virgin females heterozygous for a special ring chromosome known as 
wvc (white-variegated, Catcheside). A small percentage of the 
l 'fi!:£.s sn3/'!..vC flies showed mosaicism for the markers land sn3, 
indicating that these were gynandrom.orphs produced by loss of the 
51. 
ring-X chromoscme early in developnent (for detailed discussion, 
see Hotta and Benzer (7)). These gynandromorphs were separated 
f'rom the rest of the flies and stored in LD 12:12 at 25° for one 
to several days; individual loccmotor activity rhythms were 
subsequently determined as described in Konopka and Benzer (13). 
Each fly was then examined under the dissecting microscope to 
determine the boundaries between male and female parts. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Table 1 summarizes the results for the gynandromorphs tested; 
the distribution of male and female tissue in each gynandromorph 
is shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that, for flies whose heads 
are of uniform genotype, the period of the activity rhythm is 
strongly correlated with the genotype of the head. Some, if not 
all, of the arrhythmic flies in this category may be due to the 
extende\i storage of the flies in LD (up to two weeks) before 
measuring their rhythms; the best rhythms are obtained if young, 
virgin (in the case of females) adults, 2-3 days after emergence, 
are used. For both split-head and mixed-head flies there are four 
results: the activity may have a ma.le rhythm (19 hour period), a 
female rhythm (22 hour period), no apparent rhythm, or a pattern 
resembling the superposition (sum) of male and female rhythms. An 
example of a rhythm exhibiting both male and female character is 
shown in Figure 2. Nothing resembling this pattern was ever seen 
in the activity of a non-mosaic fly. At this stage, however, the 
superposition pattern must be treated as preliminary; ideal~I the 
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strength of each periodicity should be determined by mathematical 
analysis of the data. Such an analysis must await future experiments 
since the data shown were not collected in suitable form. If the 
interpretation of the pattern is correct, it would imply that two 
oscillators are present and running essentially independently, each 
making its own contribution to the observed activity rhythm. Data 
suggesting that two such independent oscillators are present in 
vertebrates (controlling an activity rhythm) has been presented by 
Pittend.righ (14). Since these superposition patterns are found in 
split-head and mixed-head flies, each oscillator might correspond 
to a group of cells on one side of the brain. The result that pure 
ma.le and fema.le rhythms can be obtained with split-head flies 
implies that the oscillator(s) is located close to the midline of 
the embryo. The interpretation of the arrhythmic data must be 
postponed until suitable data collection and mathematical analysis 
can be made. 
TABLE 1. 
THE ACTIVITY RHYTHM PHENOTYPES OF INDIVIDUAL MOSAIC FLIES DETERMINED 
IN CONSTANT INFRARED AT 25° C. 
Phenotype of rhythm 
Phenotype of fly Male Female Sum Arrhythmic 
Head entirely male 14 0 0 3 
Head entirely female 0 5 0 3 
Head split 5 3 3 5 
Head mixed 2 1 1 2 
54. 
Figure 1. The distribution of male and female tissue on the surface 
of mosaic flies whose activity rhythms had been measured 
in constant infrared light at 25°. Areas of male tissue 
are shown in black. The periods were determined as an 
average over at least 4 days of data. The periods have 
been rounded off to the nearest hour. 
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HEAD ENTIRELY MALE 
PERIOD: 19hrs 19hrs 19hrs 19hrs 19hrs 
19hrs 19hrs 19hrs 19 hrs Arrhythmic Arrhythmic 
HEAD ENTIRELY FEMALE 
••• •• PERIOD: 22hrs 22hrs 22hrs 22 hrs 22hrs 
••• Arrhythm ic Arrhythmic Arrhythm ic 
PERIOD: 19hrs 
Arrhythmic 
PERIOD: 19hrs 19hrs 
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HEAD SPLIT 
19hrs 19 hrs 19 hrs 
••• 22hrs 
SUM 
22hrs 22hrs 
SUM SUM 
Arrhythmic 
(body not scored) 
HEAD MIXED 
22 hrs Arrhy thmic Arrhythm ic 
19hrs 
SUM 
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Figure 2. An activity pattern resembling the superposition of both 
male (I1I1:1.tant) and female (heterozygous) rhythms. The 
longest available run exhibiting such a pattern is shown. 
The data are plotted on both a 19-hour and a 22-hour 
scale. When a 19-hour scale is used, some of the activity 
traces appear to show a period of 19.0-19.3 hrs (19.3 hrs 
indicated by the slanted lines); in addition, a 22-hour 
rhythm (indicated by arrows) appears to be moving through 
the 19-hour cycle. The time interval between successive 
sweeps of the 22-hour rhythm is approximately that expected 
for a 22-hour rhythm moving through a 19-hour cycle (about 
7 cycles). Similarly, when a 22-hour scale is used, some 
of the traces appear to have a period of 21.7-22.0 hrs 
(21.7 hrs indicated by slanted lines). Here again, another 
rhythm appears to be moving through the data (arrows); 
this rhythm has a period of about 19 hours. It is apparent 
that the pattern illustrated by the data is not the exact 
superposition of a 22-hour rhythm on a 19-hour rhythm; 
some deviation may, however, be expected due to interactions 
of the inactive period of one rhythm with the active period 
of the other. The data do suggest that both 19-hour and 
22-hour periodicities are present. 
58. 
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CHAPTER 5. 
Phase-Response Curves For Normal and Short-Period Flies 
INTRODUCTION 
The light response of a circadian oscillator may be conveniently 
measured by administering a light pulse at various times as the 
oscillator free-runs in constant darkness and noting the effect on 
the rhythm in the steady state. A plot of the resulting change in 
the phase of the rhythm as a function of the time at which the light 
pulse was given is known as a phase-response curve; it provides an 
index of the ability of the clock to be reset by light. Response 
curves of this sort have been determined for several organisms (see 
Aschoff (1) and Winfree (2) for a summary), including Drosophila 
pseudoobscura. The parameters of the light stimuli used, however, 
are quite variable~intensities range f'rom 0.5 foot-candle to 1400 
foot-candles, and durations frcm 0.5 msec to 12 hours. Consequently, 
it is difficult to draw meaningful conclusions concerning the 
similarity of clocks in various organisms frcm the data available 
(however, see Winfree (2) for a comparative analysis). 
In Q• pseudoobscura, maximum phase shifts may be induced by 
relatively low levels of light (15 minutes, 10 lux (3)). Engelmann 
(4) has shown that, in fact, the extent of the phase shift induced 
is dependent on the total energy of the light pulse and not directly 
on its duration or intensity. Long light pulses may, however, 
induce phase shifts in Drosophila through a different mechanism~by 
effectively stopping the oscillator midway through its cycle (at the 
start of the light-sensitive period (5)). 
Since sensitivity to light is a f'undamental property of 
circadian oscillators, it is of interest to determine to what 
extent the short-period mutation, in altering the period of the 
oscillator, affects its ability to be reset by light. Accordingly, 
the phase response curve of the mutant was determined and compared 
with that of normal-rhythm flies. 
METHODS 
Stocks were reared on cornmeal medium. Eclosion rhythms were 
determined by means of "superbang" boxes in the laboratory of Dr. 
Colin Pittend.righ at Stanford University. The principle of operation 
of "superbangs" is the same as that of ''bang boxes"; however, some 
canponents and their physical arrangement are altered to enable more 
measurements to be made in a smaller space. Pupae were reared in 
constant light and then transferred to constant darkness to initiate 
the oscillation (5). Light pulses were administered by exposing 
the pupae to 300 foot-candles of white fluorescent light. At least 
three cycles occurred between the light exposure and measurement of 
the phase shift in order for the transients in the rhythm to subside. 
Phase shifts were determined by noting the shift in time required to 
superimpose the rhythm of the animals which had received a light 
pulse upon the control rhythm of animals maintained in constant 
darkness. Routinely, each "superbang" contained one control group 
and several experimental (pulsed) groups of pupae. All operations 
were carried out at 22°. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
To avoid the difficulties presented by long light pulses, it 
was necessary to use a stimulus of short duration relative to the 
period of the oscillation (preferably less than one hour), but 
intense enough to produce the maximum phase shift. Accordingly, a 
preliminary experiment was done to determine the relative phase 
shift produced by 20, 40, and 60 minutes of white light of 300 
foot-candles intensity. The pulses were administered four hours 
after the transition from constant light (LL) to constant 
darkness (DD). Figure l shows the results. For both normal and 
mutant rhythms, the phase delay induced by the light is already 
maximal with a 20-minute pulse. As a precaution, however, 40 minute 
pulses were used in determining the phase-response curves. 
Figure 2 shows the phase-response curves for rhythmically 
normal and short-period mutant flies. Two conventions have been 
adopted in presenting the data in order to facilitate ccxnpa.rison of 
the two curves. First, the oscillation is plotted on the abscissa 
in terms of hours after the LL to DD transition, rather than the 
customary "subjective circadian time, " starting at subjective dawn. 
This representation was selected because of the large difference in 
the periods of the two rhythms. It provides for the alignment of 
the two response curves, time zero being that point at which each 
oscillation is started by the shi~ from LL to DD. The second 
convention is the plotting of the phase shi~ (ordinate) in terms of 
advances and delays. This representation creates an artificial 
discontinuity in the mutant curve; a delay of 10 hours is equivalent 
to an advance of 8 hours for a rhythm with an 18 hour period. 
This discontinuity could have been eliminated by plotting the 
resultant phase shift (in circadian time) as a f'unction of stimulus 
time; however, additional difficulties in comparison of the data 
would have resulted due to the great difference in form between the 
normal curve and the mutant curve. 
The response curve for rhythmically normal flies has a 
relatively small amplitude (type 1). It is similar to a response 
curve determined by Pittendrigh for a wild-type strain of D. 
melanogaster (6), but is quite different from the large-amplitude 
(type 0) response curve published for Q.· pseudoobscura (5). The 
inter-species difference remains unexplained. The amplitude of the 
short-period mutant response curve, however, is much greater than 
that of the normal melanogaster curve; the mutant rhythm can be 
phase-shifted to a far greater extent than can the normal rhythm. 
This effect, an increase in the ability of the oscillator to be 
reset by light during the light-sensitive period, is not the only 
effect on the response curve associated with the mutation. The 
mutation also shortens the period of the response curve (as one 
would expect if the driving oscillator were indeed running with a 
shorter period) by decreasing the l~ngth of the lig'ht-insensitive 
period. Thus the gene affected by the short-period mutation has 
some control over both portions (light-sensitive and light-insensitive) 
of the oscillation. 
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Figure 1. Phase shifts in the eclosion rhythms of rhythmically 
normal and short-period mutant flies induced by light 
pulses. The light pulses were of 300 foot-candles 
intensity and varying duration, as indicated in the 
figure. Light pulses were applied 4 hours after the 
pupae had been transferred from LL to DD, initiating 
the rhythm. 
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Figure 2. Phase-response curves for steady-state phase shifts in 
normal and short-period mutant eclosion rhythms induced 
by short light pulses. The light pulses consisted of 
300 foot-candles of white fluorescent light for 40 
minutes. Pupae were reared in LL, then transferred to 
DD to initiate the oscillation; light pulses were 
administered at hourly intervals after the LL to DD 
transition. The triangles indicate results of duplicate 
experiments. 
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CHAPTER 6. 
The Entrainment of Eclosion Rhythms by Light and Temperature; 
Support for the Two-Oscillator Model of the Drosophila Clock 
73. 
INTRODUCTION 
It is characteristic of a circadian rhythm to persist with a 
defined period length under constant conditions. By introducing a 
cyclic change in some environmental variable, it is possible to 
entrain the rhythm to the period of the environmental cycle (1). 
Temperature and light cycles, with either complete or "skeleton" 
photoperiods (in which case the "photoperiod" is actually made up of 
two brief light pulses, one at the start and one at the end of the 
"photoperiod," with darkness in between), have commonly been used 
as entraining agents, or "Zeitgeber." (1-5). Previous investigations 
have shown that the circadian eclosion rhythm in Q• pseudoobscura 
can be entrained by these agents administered independently as well 
as concurrently (5-8). Single brief light pulses can, under certain 
conditions, permanently reset the eclosion rhythm in Q• pseudoobscura, 
advancing or delaying it by as much as 12 hours. Single temperature 
pulses or steps, on the other hand, produce spectacular temporary 
perturbations in the rhythm (known as transients), but the phase of 
the rhythm eventually stabilizes at a point only 1-3 hours away from 
its original position. 
Pittendrigh and his colleagues interpreted these observations to 
mean that there are two oscillators in the Drosophila clock, a light-
sensiti ve driving oscillator and a temperature-sensitive driven 
oscillator (6,9,10). If a light pulse is given to a population of 
pupae during the dark period of a 12:12 light-dark cycle, the driving 
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oscillator is reset immediately; transients are observed in the 
rhythm as the driven oscillator is gradually re-entrained by the 
driver. If a single temperature pulse or step is administered 
under the same conditions, the driven oscillator is affected, 
producing large transients. The driving oscillator, however, is 
not very sensitive to temperature, so it is only slightly affected, 
and the rhythm eventually returns to a phase close to its original 
phase. In this section, some light and temperature responses of the 
eclosion rhythms of rhythmically normal and mutant Q• melanogaster 
will be described and discussed with respect to the two-oscillator 
model. 
Mm'HODS 
Flies were reared in controlled environment chambers under the 
appropriate light and temperature conditions. After the pupae had 
been harvested, they were transferred to ''bang boxes. " The 
temperature of the pupae in the ''bang boxes" was controlled by means 
of cold water circulated f'rom a water bath through a brass plate 
onto which the pupae were mounted. Temperature cycles were constructed 
by turning the water bath on and off; since the temperature rise was 
due to the plate warming to room temperature (25°), the rising 
phase of the cycle was slower than the falling phase. The profile 
of a typical temperature cycle is shown in Figure 1. Exposure of 
the pupae to light was accomplished by a fluorescent tube either 
inside a sealed ''bang box" or outside an open box. The light 
intensity was at least 10 foot-candles in the entrainment experiments 
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and 100 foot-candles in all other experiments. 
RESULTS 
I. Entrainment by Light 
The eclosion patterns of rhythmically normal flies as well as 
the short-period, long-period, and arrhythmic mutants in a 12:12 
light-dark cycle are shown in Figure 2. The normal flies, as well 
as the short-period and long-period mutants entrain to the 24-hair 
cycle, but the arrhythmic mutant does not. The light intensity used 
(10 foot-candles) is at least 100 times the minimum required to 
entrain the normal rhythm; Figure 3 shows the rhythm of normal flies 
entrained to a 12:12 light-dark cycle in which the light intensity 
is 0.05-0.1 foot-candles. 
The entrained rhythm of the short-period mutant differs from 
that of normal flies in two respects: the eclosion peak anticipates 
lights-on in the case of the mutant, whereas it coincides with 
lights-on in the case of the normal flies; in addition, the width 
of the eclosion peaks is slightly less in the mutant than in the 
normal case. In the case of the long-period mutant, the eclosion 
peaks are slightly wider than in the normal case. 
II. Entrainment by Temperature 
A. Temperature Entrainment in Constant Light and Constant Dark 
Figure 4a shows the eclosion rhythm of rhythmically normal flies 
entrained to a temperature cycle in constant light. Constant light 
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of this intensity (100 foot-candles) is sufficient to damp out the 
rhythm in constant temperature (Figure 4b). With a temperature 
cycle, however, a rhythm becomes apparent. Figure 4c shows the 
rhythm entrained by temperature in constant darkness. The onset of 
the first entraining cycle was 10 hours after the LL to DD transition, 
the flies having been previously raised in LL. In this case, the 
phase of the rhythm is the same as in ii~the eclosion peaks coincide 
with the time of the temperature rise. If the onset of the first 
entraining cycle is close to the time of the LL to DD transition, 
however, the phase is such that the peaks anticipate the temperature 
rise by about 3 hours (Figure 4d). Thus there are two stable phases 
for the temperature-entrained rhythm in DD. 
In order to f'urther demonstrate that the rhythm is actually 
entrained by the temperature cycle, two samples of pupae were 
transferred from LL to DD at different times, 7.5 hours apart but 
close to the onset of the first temperature cycle. In both cases, 
the phases of the rhythms are identical; as expected, both anticipate 
the temperature rise (Figures 4e and 4f). 
In subsequent experiments, unless otherwise stated, the pupae 
were treated as in Figures 4e and 4f, starting the first entraining 
cycle close to the LL to DD transition time. 
Figures 5a and 5b show the eclosion pattern of short-period 
males in a temperature cycle and either constant light (5a) or 
constant darkness (5b). In constant light, the rhythm is entrained 
by temperature, since the period is 24 hours instead of the usual 
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20 hours in constant darkness and constant temperature. The phase 
of the rhythm is such that the eclosion peak occurs about 5 hours 
before the temperature begins to rise. In constant darkness, 
however, the rhythm is not entrained to the 24 hour temperature 
cycle. The rhythm has a period of 21 hours (slightly longer than 
the usual 20 hours), unless the projected eclosion peak coincides 
with the step-down portion of the temperature cycle; in this case, 
an additional delay of 9 hours is produced, causing the next peak 
to appear 30 hours a~er the preceding peak. In Figure 5b, for 
example, the temperature step-down occurs 21 hours a~er the second 
peak; consequently, the next peak is delayed 9 hours. 
Figures 6a and 6b show the eclosion pattern of arrhythmic males 
induced by a temperature cycle in constant light (6a) or constant 
dark (6b). The arrhythmic mutant shows no rhythm in constant 
temperature, either in constant darkness (see Chapters 2 and 3) or 
in a light-dark cycle (see above); it does, however, show a rhythm 
in a temperature cycle. Although the rhythm is not as sharp as 
that of normal-rhythm flies, the phase is approximately the same; 
the first eclosion peak corresponds to the time of the temperature 
rise. The temperature-entrained rhythm in DD does not differ 
significantly f'rom that in LL for this mutant. In contrast, for 
rhythmically normal flies under similar conditions, there is a 
3 hour phase difference between the rhythm in LL and the rhythm in 
DD (see above, Figure 4). 
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B. Ontogeny of' the Rhythm 
In order to determine how many entraining temperature cycles 
were necessary for the development of a rhythm in a population of 
pupae of the arrhythmic mutant, groups of pupae were exposed to 
temperature cycles after eclosion had begun. The results are shown 
in Figure 7. For the arrhythmic mutant and for rhythmically normal 
fli es, the rhythm is very well developed by the end of the second 
temperature cycle. For the short-period mutant, the eclosion peak 
at the start of the second cycle is already fairly sharp. 
c. Persistence of the Rhythm in LL and DD 
To determine whether the eclosion rhythm of the arrhythmic 
mutant persisted after temperature entrainment, groups of pupae 
were exposed to at least 3 temperature cycles and then transferred 
to constant conditions. Figures 8a and 8b show the results. In 
both LL and DD, the eclosion profile reverts to an arrhythmic 
pattern a:rter the temperature cycles are discontinued; the 
oscillation which had been induced by the temperature cycle is not 
self-sustaining. The only apparent diff'erence between the LL and DD 
patterns is a small transient peak which sometimes appears in the DD 
patterns before the eclosion becomes arrhythmico 
Similar experiments were perf'ormed with attached-X f'emales and 
short-period mutant males to illustrate the behavior of the normal 
and short-period clocks. The results are shown in Figures 8c-8f. 
In contrast to the arrhythmic mutant, the short-period mutant and 
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the normal flies continue to be rhythmic in DD; their rhythms 
free-run with their characteristic periods under these conditions. 
In LL, of course, they damp out. 
III. SUpport for the Two-Oscillator Model of the Drosophila Clock 
If there are indeed two oscillators in the Drosophila clock~ 
one light-sensitive driver and one temperature-sensitive driven 
oscillator--it should be possible to stop one with constant light 
and keep the other going with a temperature cycle. This situation 
corresponds to temperature entrainment in constant light, which has 
been described above. That an oscillation is in progress during 
temperature entrainment in LL is apparent from the data presented 
above. The question remains: is there an oscillation which is 
stopped under these conditions? It is known that, in the case of 
the Drosophila pseudoobscura clock, constant light stops the clock 
approximately hal:f'way through the cycle (8). It is also known that 
if the eclosion rhythm of pseudoobscura is driven by sinru.ltaneous 
temperature and light cycles, and both cycles are then discontinued, 
the rhythm will revert to the phase determined by the light cycle~ 
the phase of the rhythm in the steady state is determined by a light-
sensitive oscillator (6). It should therefore be possible to test 
for the presence of an inhibited oscillation during temperature 
entrainment in LL by releasing two groups of pupae into DD at 
different times during the second (cold) portion of the temperature 
cycle, thereaf'ter maintaining both groups at that temperature. (The 
cold pa.rt of the cycle was chosen since it allows the flies to 
eclose over a longer duration of time.) If there is only one 
oscillation, releasing it into DD should make no difference in the 
rhythm (since it will merely free-run), and both groups should have 
the same phase in the steady state. If, however, the light-sensitive 
oscillator was stopped by the light while the temperature-sensitive 
oscillator was being driven by the temperature cycle during 
entrainment in LL, there should be a resulting phase difference 
equal to the length of time between the insertion of the two groups 
of pupae into DD. 
The results of this experiment, using rhythmically normal and 
short-period mutant flies, are shown in Figure 9. For both normal 
and mutant flies, transferring two samples of pupae into darkness 
at different times during the cold portion of the temperature cycle 
after temperature entrainment in constant light results in a 
difference in phase between the eclosion rhythms of the two 
populations in the steady state. The phase difference is equal to 
the rru.mber of hours separating the transfer of the two groups of 
pupae into DD, within the limits of experimental error. 
DISCUSSION 
The eclosion rhythms of the short-period and long-period 
mutants can be entrained to a 24-hour period with a 12:12 light-dark 
cycle; the arrhythmic mutant, however, remains arrhythmic under 
these conditions, even though the light intensity used is at least 
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two orders of magnitude higher than the minimum required for 
entrainment of the normal rhythm. 
Temperature cycles may also be used to entrain the eclosion 
rhythm of£• melanogaster; during entrainment in DD, the eclosion 
peaks are synchronized to the temperature cycle rather than the LL 
to DD transition time. 
The eclosion rhythm observed in a temperature cycle appears to 
be due to the entrainment of an oscillation within the pupae rather 
than a direct effect of temperature. In normal-rhythm flies, for 
example, it takes two cycles to f'ully develop the rhythm; the first 
temperature rise has only a slight effect on the eclosion pattern 
(Figure 7). In constant darkness, the peak of eclosion anticipates 
the temperature rise rather than coinciding with it. Finally, the 
rhythm does not damp out immediately upon exposing the pupae to 
constant light and temperature, a procedure which should stop the 
driving oscillator within one cycle (8). Instead, there are one or 
more small transient peaks, the spacing of which may be different 
f'rom the period of the temperature cycle (24 hours). The rhythm of 
the short-period mutant shows both the requirement for two 
entraining cycles and the transient peaks before damping in LL. 
Although this mutant does not entrain to a temperature cycle in DD, 
the peak of eclosion anticipates the temperature rise by 5 hours 
during temperature entrainment in LL. The arrhythmic mutant likewise 
requires at least two cycles for f'ull development of the rhythm in a 
temperature cycle. Its peak eclosion coincides with the onset of the 
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temperature rise in both LL and DD, but occasionally a small 
transient peak is apparent in DD af'ter the temperature cycles have 
been discontinued, before the rhythm reverts to its arrhythmic 
phenotype. 
The behavior of the short-period mutant in a temperature cycle 
may be explained as follows. In DD, the driving oscillator is 
allowed to run. Normally, it has a period of about 20 hours; the 
effect of the temperature cycle is to lengthen the period slightly 
to 21 hours (except, of course, when the step-down coincides with 
the projected eclosion peak, in which case there is an additional 
delay). In LL, the driving oscillator is stopped, and the 
temperature-sensitive driven oscillator can be directly entrained 
by the external temperature cycle; consequently, the period of the 
observed rhythm is 24 hours. It is not surprising that in DD, the 
short-period mutant does not entrain to the 24-hour temperature 
cycle. In £• pseudoobscura, for example, the maximum phase delay 
that can be produced by a temperature step-down or pulse is about 
2.5 hours (7). If there is any similarity between the responses of 
the pseudoobscura and melanogaster clocks to temperature, it would be 
impossible to induce the necessary 4 to 5 hour delay per cycle needed 
to entrain the short-period mutant to a 24-hour period by means of 
temperature~ 
The results of the experiment described in the third section of 
the results offer additional support for the two-oscillator model of 
the Drosophila clock. They suggest that during temperature entrainment 
in LL, the light-sensitive driving oscillator is indeed stopped, and 
only the temperature-sensitive driven oscillator is entrained by 
the temperature cycle. 
The experiments involving the arrhythmic mutant show that the 
light sensitivity of the clock has been virtually abolished by the 
arrhythmic mutation. The mutant does ~ot entrain to a 12:12 light-
dark cycle, nor is there arry evidence of the phase difference between 
the LL and DD temperature-entrained rhythms exhibited by rhythmically 
normal flies. These results indicate that, at the least, there are 
separate receptors for light and temperature. The insensitivity to 
light in this mutant, however, is correlated with a loss in the 
ability of the rhythm to persist under constant conditions, 
suggesting that a light-sensitive function is necessary for the 
self-sustaining property of the clock. Nevertheless, an oscillation 
exists which can be entrained by temperature. These observations 
can be interpreted in terms of the two-oscillator model (5,6,8-10), 
in which the driving oscillator is light-sensitive and the driven 
oscillator (normally driven by the light-sensitive oscillator), 
which determines the immediate phase of the rhythm, is temperature-
sensi ti ve. For this mutant, it appears that the driving oscillator 
is stopped or missing, while the temperature-sensitive driven 
oscillator is intact. This oscillator cannot sustain itself, but it 
can be driven by an exogenous temperature cycle or the endogenous 
driving oscillator, when present. The effective elimination of the 
driving oscillator by the mutation, however, does not imply that the 
mutation necessarily affects a component of the oscillator directly. 
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The mutation may, instead, affect an external receptor or other 
structure or process which, in turn, causes an alteration in the 
properties of the oscillator. 
Figure 1. The profile of a typical temperature cycle during the 
24 hours of one cycle. The cycle was constructed as 
described in Methods. The temperature was monitored 
by means of a thermistor probe attached to the brass 
plate of the 'bang box" as though it were a pupa; the 
thermistor was connected to a recording thermometer. 
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Figure 2. Entrainment of normal and mutant eclosion rhythms to a 
12:12 light-dark cycle. The light intensity was 10 
foot-candles; the temperature was 18°. The time at 
which the light came on is shown by the arrows. 
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Figure 3. Entrainment of rhythmically normal flies (attached-X 
females) to a 12:12 light-dark cycle. The light intensity 
was 0.05-0.10 foot-candles. Two populations of pupae were 
grown in LL; they were then transferred to the light-dark 
cycle 5 hours (B) and 10 hours (A) after the lights came 
on. The rhythms were assayed 3 days after the 
introduction of the pupae into the light-dark cycle. 
In both cases, the peaks correspond to the time of 
lights-on (arrows). The experiment was conducted at 20°. 
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Figure 4. Entrainment of the eclosion rhythm of rhythmically normal 
flies (attached-X females) by a temperature cycle, and 
damping out of the rhythm in constant light and constant 
temperature. The arrows indicate the time at which the 
temperature began to rise (hour zero in Figure 1). 
4A: Temperature entrainment in constant light of 100 
foot-candles intensity, at 18°. 
4B: The eclosion pattern in constant light (100 foot-
candles) and constant temperature (25°). There is 
no apparent rhythm. 
4c-4F: Temperature entrainment in constant darkness. 
Flies were raised at 18° in LL before the start 
of the experiment. In 4c, the LL-DD transition 
occurred 10 hours before the start of the 
temperature rise. In 4D-4F, the LL-DD transition 
occurred close to the time of the first temperature 
rise (in 4E, 5.5 hours before the temperature rise; 
in 4F, 2 hours after the temperature rise). 
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Figure 5. The eclosion pattern of short-period mutant flies in a 
temperature cycle and constant light (5A) or constant 
darkness (5B). Flies were raised in LL at 18°, then 
transferred to the appropriate conditions. The time at 
which the temperature began to rise is shown by the 
arrows. The first temperature rise shown represents the 
start of the third entraining cycle. In 5A, the rhythm 
is entrained to a 24-hour period. In 5B, the rhythm is 
not entrained to the temperature cycle; the period of 
the rhythm is 21 hours except when the projected eclosion 
peak coincides with a temperature step-down, in which 
case an additional 9-hour delay is produced (see text). 
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Figure 6. The eclosion rhythm of arrhythmic mutant flies in a 
temperature cycle in constant light (6A) and constant 
dark (6B). Flies were raised in LL at 18°, then 
transferred to the appropriate conditions. The time at 
which the temperature began to rise is shown by the 
arrows; the first arrow shown represents the start of the 
third entraining cycle. 
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Figure 7. The eclosion rhythm of normal-rhythm (attached-X females), 
arrhythmic mutant, and short-period mutant flies in 
constant light and constant temperature, followed by 
constant light and a temperature cycle. The temperature 
regime is shown at the top. The light used throughout 
the experiment was 100 foot-candles in intensity. Flies 
were raised in constant light at 18°. 
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Figure 8. The eclosion rhythms of arrhythmic mutant flies, as well 
as rhythmically normal flies (attached-X females) and 
short-period mutant flies in constant conditions (18°, 
and constant light or constant dark) af'ter entrainment 
in a temperature cycle. All populations were entrained 
by at least three successive temperature cycles. In 
sane cases, the last cycle is shown at the top of t he 
figure; in the cases where the temperature regime is not 
shown, the transfer to constant conditions was made bef ore 
the start of the record. The light intensity was 100 
foot-candles. The normal and short-period mutant rhythms 
damp out in constant light (8c, 8E) and free-run in 
constant darkness, as expected (8D, 8F). The arrhythmic 
mutant damps out in both constant light and constant 
darkness (8A., 8B). 
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Figure 9. Eclosion rhythms of rhythmically normal (attached-X 
fem.ales) and short-period mutant flies in constant 
darkness at 18° a~er entrainment by a temperature cycle 
in LL. The light intensity was 100 foot-candles. 
9A: Short-period mutant pupae were entrained in LL in 
the temperature cycle; during the low-temperature 
portion of the sixth entraining cycle, one hour a~er 
its start, a sample of pupae ( •) was transferred to 
DD. Eight hours later, still during the low 
temperature portion of the cycle, the rest of the 
pupae (x) were transferred to DD. The pupae were 
maintained at 18° :f'rom this time on. The figure 
shows the eclosion rhythm of the two groups of pupae 
at 18° in DD. By the fourth day of the record, the 
sample transferred into darkness later (x) lags the 
sample transferred first(•) by about 9 hours, which 
is close to the 8-hour delay in transfer of the 
two groups. 
9B: Rhythmically normal pupae were entrained in LL by 
the temperature cycle; during the low-temperature 
portion of the fourth entraining cycle, three hours 
after its start, a sample of pupae(•) was transferred 
to DD. Nine hours lat~rI at the end of the low-
113. 
temperature portion of the cycle, the rest of the 
pupae (x) were transferred to DD. The figure shows 
the time of transfer of the t wo sampl es (arr ows). 
After the transfer to DD, both samples were kept 
at 18°. The figure shows the eclosion rhythm of the 
pupae in DD at 18°. By the fourth day after the 
transfer into DD, the sample transferred later (x) 
lags the sample transferred first(·) by about 11 
hours, which is close to the 9-hour delay in transfer 
of the two samples. 
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CHAPTER 7. 
WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 
U8. 
The experiments discussed in the preceding chapters show that 
mutations in one genetic locus can profoundly affect the properties 
of a circadian clock. The period of the clock i n constant darkness 
can be altered, the ability of the clock to be reset by light can 
be changed, and the observed rhythm can even be abolished completely. 
Certainly much more can be learned by studying mutant clocks and 
comparing their behavior with that of a normal clock. The greatest 
contribution of the mutations, however, will probably result from 
the i r use as markers by means of which a defect may be localized and 
identi fied and its effects studied on the molecular, cellular, or 
organismic level. Some of the potential of the use of these 
mutations as markers is evident in the mosaic studies which roughly 
localize the site of action of one mutation to the head of the fly. 
In the near f'uture, when it becomes possible to histochemically 
distinguish male and female tissue (1,2), it should be possible to 
carry the localization even further, perhaps to a single cell or 
group of cells. 
Ultimately, the clock mutations can be employed as markers in 
searching f or the gene product affected by the mutations. One might 
expect that the arrhythmic mutation would produce no product or a 
product with little or no activity; the short- and long-period 
mutations might produce a gene product with altered activity. By 
separating and quantitating various species of protein and RNA f'rom 
normal and mutant strains by chromatographic techniques, it may be 
possible to isolate the gene product responsible for producing the 
mutant phenotypes. If the gene product is a molecule found in many 
cells, it might be sufficient to use whole flies or fly heads for 
the isolation. Alternatively, the mutant molecule may only be found 
in one or at most a few cell types; in this case further localization 
of t he cells involved in determining the rhythm might facilitate 
the sorting out of the altered gene product fran the many similar 
gene products. 
A fine-structured localization might be accomplished by the 
his t ochemical experiments involving mosaics mentioned previously; a 
rough localization could be carried out by means of mosaics or 
transplant experiments akin to those of Truman and Riddiford (3). 
By transplanting brains into headless Saturniid pupae, Truman and 
Riddiford were able to show that the photoreceptor and clock 
controlling the eclosion rhythm in these moths was contained within 
the brain. In Drosophila, one might attempt a similar demonstration 
using a 19-hour donor brain implanted into the abdomen of an 
arrhythmic mutant fly and measuring the locomotor activity of that 
fly. The appearance of a 19-hour activity rhythm in the recipient 
would unequivocally show transfer of at least one element of the 
clock system with the transfer of the brain and would indicate a 
honnonal link in the control of the activity rhythm. Failure of the 
donor brain to induce a rhythm in the recipient would imply that 
either the clock is located in another structure or that control of 
the rhythm is effected by direct neural connections rather than 
hormonally. 
]20. 
Histological examination of the nervous system of the 
arrhythmic mutant may reveal a morphological abnormality. It is 
possible that certain neurosecretory cells may be atrophied due to 
their inability to release the substance (say, an eclosion 
inhibitor) which they synthesize. King et al. have found, for 
example, that the corpus allatum and corpus cardiacum of a female-
sterile Drosophila mutant, fs(2)B, are atrophied due to an 
accumulation of a vitellogenic hormone caused by lack of oocytes in 
the mutant (4). On the other hand, a group of cells might be 
reduced in size or completely missing due to the absence of the 
substance which these cells normally secrete (e.g., an eclosion 
hormone). In one lethal Drosophila mutation, 1(2)gl, a reduction in 
the size of the ring gland is correlated with a deficiency in the 
hormones it normally produces (5). 
Since the genetic location of the clock mutations is known 
fairly accurately, it would be a simple task to screen for a 
temperature-sensitive (ts) clock mutation at the locus in the form 
of a temperature-sensitive lethal, using either a deficiency or a 
point lethal, such as one of those isolated by Judd in that region 
(6), to uncover the ts mutation. A ts clock mutation would be very 
valuable in determining the time of action of the gene during 
developnent as well as whether the gene itself is active during the 
course of the oscillation. Such data might yield an insight into 
whethe~ the affected gene product is part of the basic oscillator, 
and whether sequential gene induction is involved in the mechanism 
121. 
of the oscillation. A ts mutation would also aid in the isolation 
of the gene product, since the ts gene could be turned on and off 
at will. 
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